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Question 1 (Longest Path in a DAG):
Use the algorithm from the lecture to compute the longest path in the DAG
from Figure 1.

Figure 1: DAG

Question 2 (Aircraft Routing):
We revisit the airline from homework set 1. The timetable is still given by
Figure 2.
Now, the airline only has a single Jetstream with 30 minutes turn-around
time. Moreover, we only consider a single day of operation. The airline
wishes to maximize the number of flights it can cover with the single aircraft.
Use the appropriate method from the lecture to solve this problem. Which
flights should the aircraft serve? How many are these?

Question 3 (Safety Management Systems):
Nordic Flights is a new small Swedish airline that will offer domestic flights.
Before they are allowed to start they have to establish a safety management
system. Explain what such a safety management system encompasses and
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Figure 2: Timetable

present the airline a draft of a safety management system that they could
implement directly. Do not forget that they do not know anything about
Safety Management Systems, hence, make sure you give them a step by step
guide.

Question 4 (Differential Pricing):
You and your partner Mister Easy bought a small airline, FlyXY, which is
serving a single route between two European capitals. Mister Easy suggests
to simply sell all tickets for the same price P . You know that this is not a
good idea, and want to give a detailed argument why you should indeed use
differential pricing. To make your argument to Mister Easy you may assume
that you have a simple price-demand curve, and have exact knowledge about
how many people have what willingness-to-pay (WTP).
Explain what differential pricing is. Argue for a start why it will be beneficial
for FlyXY to sell tickets at two different prices, P1, P2, with P1 < P < P2,
and why your customers will be satisfied with that as well.

Question 1, 3, and 4should be submitted individually, question 2 should be
handled in groups and a short report should be submitted for both.
The report should be both sent by email to christiane.schmidt@liu.se and
uploaded to lisam no later than the due date.
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